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Money in His Pocket
“For who hath despised the day of small things?” Zechariah 4:10

Worksheet 36
pages 64-68

1. centavos (sĕn • tŏ • vōz) 4. jingle (jĭng • gəl)

2. finished (fĭn • ĭsht) 5. Mexico (mĕk • sĭ • kō)

3. hinges (hĭnj • əz) 6. Pablo (pŏ • blō)

A   Match each Study Word to its meaning.

1. Mexico • • a boy’s name

2. Pablo • • a country south of the United States

3. finished • • ended; done
— — — — — — — — — — — — — —

4. centavos • • to make a ringing, tinkling sound

5. hinges • • pieces of money from Mexico

6. jingle • •  metal pieces that let a door swing 

open and shut

B   Write the answer to each question about small things.

7. What small things did Pablo give to buy something?

8. What small things held the hinges to the church door?

C   Underline the main idea of “Money in His Pocket.”

9. Pablo gave his centavos to help build the new church.
Pablo thought about sweet rolls all week.
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D   Circle the sound of y in each word.

10. pretty ē ĭ ī y

11. tricycle ē ĭ ī y

12. yes ē ĭ ī y

13. my ē ĭ ī y

E   Underline the bold sentence that is true because of what the first 
sentence says.

14.  His church stood at the end of the street. This tells you that . . .
Pablo walked to church.
Pablo’s church was in a town or city.

15. The church was new. This tells you that . . .
The building had not been there very long.
The church was made of stone.

16. They had to stand outside the house and look through the window. 
This tells you that . . .

The neighbor’s house was too small for everyone.
The children’s parents were all inside the house.

17. On weekdays he had nothing to eat but beans and corn. This tells you 
that . . .

Pablo’s mother had a good garden.
Pablo had no meat or fruit to eat on weekdays.

18. Pablo had money in his pocket. This tells you that . . .
Pablo had not bought the sweet rolls yet.
Pablo had no other way to carry the money.
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